
The World’s
Most Unusual

Cafes
 



Let's talk

How often do you eat out?

Where do you usually go

when you eat out?
 

Have you ever been to

unusual cafes? Have you

heard of any?  

Do you care what a cafe looks

like or is the food the only

thing you care about? What

makes a place special for you?

 

What food do you usually

order when you eat out? 

Do you like visiting new

cafes, or do you prefer to

go to those you have

already been to? Why?
 



Vocabulary

appetizer beverage fork and spoon knife chopsticks

food court

napkin straw plate bill tray

waiter/waitresstip meal reservation

Discuss the words and their

meanings and play a guessing

game! One person chooses a

word and explains it to
everyone. 

leftovers



Quiz Time

Time to practice! 
Complete a quiz about eating out.  

Try to be as fast as possible!
 

Can be played individually or in
teams (just go to Zoom breakout
rooms, choose a person who will
share their screen and discuss
the right answers with theteammates)  

https://view.genial.ly/63a43bc598161100123a8659
https://view.genial.ly/63a43bc598161100123a8659
https://view.genial.ly/63a43bc598161100123a8659


Eating out at cafes/restaurants is fun.

Fast food is delicious.

Owning a restaurant would be a really hard job.

There are many good restaurants close to my home.

Eating out at restaurants is too expensive. It’s a waste of money.

It would be great to work in a restaurant as a chef.

In the future, people will not eat at home – only in restaurants.

Cooking is fun.

1

Read the sentences below. Circle the numbers that best express your opinions..
 Discuss your answers. 

Let's discuss

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

5. I agree completely 

4. I mostly agree

3. I’m not sure

2. I mostly disagree

1. I disagree completely



 unusual restaurants

Look at the photos on the

left.What is special about

these cafes?

Which one would you liketo visit? Why?



1)pick up a)happen

2)hang out with b)that trend

3)I was following c)have been adopted

4)make it d)atmosphere

5)54 cats  e)a coffee or tea

6)try to f)new cat venture

7)provide this g)a bunch of cats 

8)every day is a h)engage with them

The Purrfect cafe
Watch the video and matchthe beginnings and theendings of the phrases. 

https://youtu.be/R0IeusFJnzU
https://youtu.be/R0IeusFJnzU


1)pick up 

ANSWERS
Watch the video and matchthe beginnings and theendings of the phrases. 

a)happen

2)hang out with b)that trend

3)I was following c)have been adopted

4)make it d)atmosphere

5)54 cats  e)a coffee or tea

6)try to f)new cat venture

7)provide this g)a bunch of cats 

8)every day is a h)engage with them

1.e.    2.g.   3.b.   4.a.   5.c.    6.h.  7.d.   8.f

https://youtu.be/R0IeusFJnzU
https://youtu.be/R0IeusFJnzU


The Purrfect cafe
Let's discuss!Answer the questionsbelow.

Are there any places near

your home where you can

pick up a coffee or tea?

Tell about them. 

Do you like hanging out

with your friends in cafes

or do you prefer some

other places?  

Would you like to work in

such a cafe ? Why? Why not? 
What is the best part

about the Cat Cafe
idea?



the world's most unusual restaurants

 In this café the milk isn’t just for the coffee, the cats might get some too. As
you can guess from the name, this little café is filled with cats of all shapes
and sizes that walk around, as you sit and  sip your coffee or tea. The Cat Cafe
does not serve food but offers to its guests complimentary beverages. What
is special  here is not the meal but the time spent with the cats.This idea is
great for crowded cities, where space is limited and most apartment
buildings have a strict no-pets policy. You can find similar cafes in cities like
Paris and Seoul. People come in to relax, many regularly, ‘cause pets are
known stress relievers'. Most stay for over an hour, others for the whole day.
At about $9.00 an hour, it’s a pricey cup of coffee but an inexpensive therapy
session.

 The Cat Café, Tokyo, Japan
A 2D-designed café just opened in Abu Dhabi,
and it’s possibly the most Instagrammable place
in the UAE. The food and beverages are different
in colour, as well as the people.
You can enjoy some coffee, tea and sweets here,
in addition to different extravagant dishes.
According to the reviews, prices here are
affordable. The service is great, the waiters will
even take some nice photos of you if you want.

There are hundreds of thousands of notes left by visitors from all over the
world. The entire coffee shop, over 4 floors, is covered with small cute sticky
notes. You could easily spend hours walking around the cafe and reading the
wise words of travellers. The waiters here are very friendly. As you would
expect in any coffee shop, the menu offers a lot of drinks. Hanoi’s famous
egg coffee, coconut coffee, different fruity teas, and smoothies are just to
name a few. Downstairs at the checkout area, there is also an option to buy
some cakes and small snacks. This place is quite inexpensive! 

Forever Rose Café, Abu Dhabi, UAE

The Note Coffee in Hanoi, Vietnam

Read the article below. Pay attention

to the words and phrases in blue. 

After reading, you will also complete a

task. 



Match the picturesto the phrases onthe right. 
1

5

2 3

4 6

7 8 9 10

a)sip your coffee
b)pricey
c)crowded
e)the menu offers
f)affordable
g)beverages
h)visitor
i)checkout area
k)Instagrammable
l)service

Write the numbers
next to the phrases. 

the world's most unusual
restaurants



AnswersMatch the pictures

to the phrases on

the right. 

1

5

2 3

4 6

7 8 9 10

a)sip your coffee
b)pricey
c)crowded
e)the menu offers
f)affordable
g)beverages
h)visitor
i)checkout area
k)Instagrammable
l)service

Write the numbers
next to the phrases. 

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10



You can sip some coffee here. 

 Such cafes are great for crowded cities. 

 You can buy different extravagant dishes here.

 The menu offers famous egg coffee.

 This cafe has quite pricey coffee, but the experience you get here is more important. 

This cafe isn't very colourful, but is one of the most Instagrammable places. 

You can find messages from around the world in this place. 

Read the facts about the

cafes from the article. Put a

tick under the right cafe.

One  fact might be related to

several cafes.

the world's most 
unusual restaurants



Answers

You can sip some coffee here. 

 Such cafes are great for crowded cities. 

 You can buy different extravagant dishes here.

 The menu offers famous egg coffee.

 This cafe has quite pricey coffee, but the experience you get here is more important. 

This cafe isn't very colourful, but is one of the most Instagrammable places. 

You can find messages from around the world in this place. 

Read the facts about the

cafes from the article. Put a

tick under the right cafe.

One  fact might be related to

several cafes.



Let's discuss

Which cafe from the

article would you like to

visit the most? Why? 

If you had to create a

unique cafe/restaurant,

what would be special

about it?

If you had your own

cafe/restaurant, would you

like to work there or just be an

owner? Why?

If somebody asked you to

recommend a good place,

which one would you
name? Why?



Use the comparative form when you want to compare 2 things.  

Add -er to the end of short adjectives. 

Take away y and add -ier for adjectives with 2
syllables ending in y.

          Example: fast → faster, small → smaller, old → older.

           Example: pretty → prettier, noisy → noisier.
     Put than after the comparative adjective.

Example: Ice-cream is sweeter than coffee. 

good better

bad worse

Comparatives

Put more before adjectives with 2 or more syllables. 
           Example: expensive → more expensive, 
           comfortable → more comfortable.

The adjectives good, bad, little and far have irregular comparatives.

→
→

far farther/further

little less

→
→



Compare the cafes/restaurants

noisy
bright
atmospheric 

modern
stylish
small/large

cool/cozy
crowded
pricey/expensive
popular
comfortable
strange/unique

Compare the places in

the photos. 

Use your ideas + some of

the words below.



noisy
bright
atmospheric 

modern
stylish
small/large

Compare the cafes/restaurants

cool/cozy
crowded
pricey/expensive
popular
comfortable
strange/unique

Some vocabulary you

might want to use.



Taboo Game
Read the rules and play

in teams or player VS
player.

You will see a word on top of the card.

 Your task is to explain it to your team/opponent

as fast as possible without saying the word itself

and those listed below. 

You can use a stop watch to time the players. The

player with the least time wins! 

Cards can be sent in the chat privately before the

game or just ask the students turn away from

their screens and let one player to see and

explain the card. 



Taboo Game
Explain the word on top

without saying the ones

below. Be as fast as
possible! 
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Thank you!


